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Abstract:  

An estimated 180.000 haemoglobinopathy carriers currently live in The Netherlands. Although 

universal newborn screening for sickle cell disease was introduced, no recommendations exist 

concerning preconception or antenatal testing of haemoglobinopathy carrier status. Women are 

only offered testing on the basis of anaemia. It was found that midwives and GPs did not 

perceive ethnicity as an increased risk factor for haemoglobinopathies. Moreover, registration 

of ethnicity was found to be an issue in deciding not to introduce a screening program in the 

past. If policy is to be developed, attitudes of midwives and GPs towards registration of ethnicity 

and ethnicity based screening for haemoglobinopathies should be explored.  

 

Aim 

This study aims to investigate attitudes, behaviour and intentions of midwives and GPs towards 

haemoglobinopathy carrier screening in high-risk women. 

Method 

A structured questionnaire sent to1800 midwives and 2100 GP’s 

 

Results 

1346 questionnaires were collected  (35% response). Midwives and GPs were positive about 

offering ethnicity based screening. Yet, they currently do not offer this, nor do they intend to do 

so in the future. The main factor explaining lack of intention was social norm: their perception 

of negative peer opinion (46% variance explained). If screening would become national policy, 

73% of midwives and 70% of GPs would carry out ethnicity based haemoglobinopathy carrier 

screening. Both midwives and GPs highly favoured ethnicity registration for health purposes. 

 

Implications for practice  

Whether ethnicity based haemoglobinopathy screening is offered, depends on GPs and 

midwives perception of their colleagues' opinion. Most midwives and GPs are willing to offer 

screening should this become national policy, however not all are willing to implement this 

policy. In developing new policy, debate amongst midwives and GPs should be encouraged 

articulating the voicesof colleagues who actively offer haemoglobinopathy screening. 


